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Student A: 

 

Student A started the year with significant reading deficits (IEP for learning disability; 3rd grader 
on beginning 1st grade reading level). She spent a great deal of time in a writing episode struggling 
with taking her thoughts from illustrations to print because she was limited to known words and 
sounds.  It took time to convince her that she could say a word and write the sounds she heard. As I 
listened to her in our conferences I learned that family was very important to her so getting her talking 
about them helped her invest more in her writing. Personal connections gave her the motivation she 
needed to start.  She had great thoughts but sometimes was hesitant to transfer them onto paper. 
Giving her daily opportunities to write allowed her to gradually increase her spelling ability so that her 
message was clearer to both herself and her audiences.  Steady practice increased her stamina and 
fluency.  As her writing messages became clearer our conferences celebrated her successes with 
increased word choice and her voice started to really come through.  Next steps were to move into 
self-editing and she became proficient with writing punctuated sentences by habit.  By the end of the 
year she showed sentence variety and mastery of basic conventions as well as an increased written 
vocabulary.  Further instruction would be to work on expanding her topics while ensuring that she had 
daily opportunities to write. As she writes more, mini-lessons should focus on a specific item in each 
piece to revise. 
 
 
Samples: 
1) September 2012: first piece, personal narrative 
2) November 2012: creative story  
3) January 2013: First paragraph structure attempt 
4) March 2013: Personal narrative using a plan to add main ideas and details 
5) May 2013: Daily paragraph prompt 
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Student 

A: piece 

1 

After watching me model how I sketch a plan to tell a story, student A began 

sketching her own ideas (plan above).  In this piece she was thinking about a 

personal experience.  Her text that follows demonstrates that she had some 

basic skills upon which to scaffold.  She wrote a simple beginning, middle, and 

end with some evidence of “voice”, as she used an “!” to convey excitement.  

Her high frequency word vocabulary was limited to “is, so, we, can, go, and, to, 

the, my, got, for” however she was starting to make reasonable attempts at 

other words including initial and ending sounds as well as some middle 

sounds.  She also spaced her words very clearly to make reading her message 

much easier.  While her idea is complete, she does have a few errors that make 

her message less clear. 

She does show some understanding of sentence conventions as she is using 

limited punctuation. 

 

Self-confidence booster: When conferencing with this student about this 

piece I praised her for how easy her work was to enjoy because she made nice 

spaces between her words.  We talked about the experience she had on a roller 

coaster and I told her I was excited that she shared this in writing.  I also 

pointed out how she must have really loved riding the fast roller coaster 

because she used an exclamation point and I was so proud of her for doing that.   

1st scaffold goal:  I told her I really liked that she used some punctuation 

because it helped me as her reader (or audience) know when to pause and take 

a break.  I went on to tell her that since she wrote so much I was tired from 

reading it all with only a few breaks (periods) so we could work on helping her 

readers by giving them so more breaks. 

Further instruction for this student focused on helping her learn how more 

about the concept of a complete sentence. While I could have worked on many 

other skills, I wanted to keep her enthusiastic about writing by only targeting 

one goal. 
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Student 

A: piece 

1 

“Our aunt is coming over so we can go to Kings Island our aunt drives for an hour.  

When we got there we ride me and my aunt and my sister little roller coaster it was 

fast! And then we went to the pool we swimmed.” 
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Student 

A: piece 

1 

“we we got home we swimmed. In my Dad pool we played a lot of games it was had 

fun.” 
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Student 

A: piece 

2 

Nov. 2012 

After continued modeling on how I used a plan to develop a story, this student continued 

doing the same and her work started to only be about what she planned (as 1st piece 

added info that was off her original topic a bit.)  My initial scaffolding goal was to help her 

write in complete sentences with punctuation and this piece shows that she was starting 

to apply that instruction, as she wrote 9 sentences.  This piece shows how her topics were 

expanding to include creative stories.  She has a beginning, middle with nice details and 

she brings her story to an end not only with a sentence but also by using “THE END” 

(which is something that many other students were doing so she picked it up from her 

peers sharing their work projected as we discussed the trait of “organization” and 

reinforced examples of it.) 

 

Self-confidence booster: When conferencing with this student about this piece I praised 

her this time for her beautiful complete sentences. I also pointed out how she was using 

capital letters correctly (for some of the words in the beginning of her sentences and for 

her character “Ben”).  We also celebrated the words she was spelling well or spelling the 

sounds in so that I could read it, such as “threw”, “store” (story), “grbj” (garbage). 

Next scaffold goal:  Now that she was using punctuation more consistently, I set out to 

help her learn to self-edit more by checking all of her sentences for capital letters.  I chose 

this goal over others because I wanted her to continue writing without letting anything 

interfere with letting her ideas flow.  By focusing on editing, she could work on a skill that 

would happen after she wrote her ideas out fully. 

I felt it was more important to maintain her excitement about being a writer. In teaching 

students to edit, I would give them green pens so that they could underline or check all 

capitals and punctuation.  The colored pen provided more motivation because it was 

“special” and I could help students see that if their piece had little to no “green pen” then 

they were lacking punctuation.  This was particularly effective for this student. 
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Student 

A: piece 

2 

“so once a story of pop pop.  So Ben hade a balloon. And he saw a shot coming.  And the shot 

popped the balloon.  And his mom got him a new one.  But he did not like it he like pop.  He 

was mad so he went back to pop. He was sad.  The shot still had some in it so ben got the   “ 
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Student 

A: piece 

2 

“And he threw it in the garbage. So that was the story pop pop!” 
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Student 

A: piece 

3 

This piece follows modeling I did on writing a paragraph where I showed students how 

they need a main idea, at least 3 supporting details and a “wrap up” concluding sentence.  

I also showed students how to indent, and student A began “over-applying” the skill as 

she indented every line. She wrote a clear main idea with supporting details and a simple 

conclusion. 

 

Self-confidence booster: The class celebrated this piece with me as we projected it with 

our document camera.  We cheered her on as we applauded how she followed our 

“paragraph formula”.  Classmates also told her that they liked how she wrote a title for 

her paragraph. 

Next scaffold goal:  When we conferenced privately, I pointed out that she had used her 

plan well (we lost it later) and how her plan helped her make sure she had enough details 

as well as remember her wrap up sentence.  This way I reinforced her use of pre-writing. I 

chose to only point out two capital letters within sentences since this piece was turned in 

without any self-editing.  So the next goal to work on with her was continued “self-

editing” and using a plan to make sure she had enough details in her writing. 
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Student 

A: piece 

4 Since we were praising Student A’s efforts to use a plan to help her pre-write, she 

started “checking” when she wrote a main idea and supporting details for each part of 

her plan. By March she was doing this efficiently as seen in this piece. 

 

Self-confidence booster: As we conferenced, Student A showed me how she used 

her plan to help her add details.  I told her how proud I was of her as she wrote her 

piece in one day and was working on starting her sentences in different ways for 

more fluency.  I also pointed out how she used her green pen to check her starting 

capitals and ending punctuation.  Getting to type this piece by herself was very 

motivating and reinforced her confidence as a “real writer”. 

Next scaffold goal:  As her stamina and fluency continues to increase, I intended to 

work with her revision skills as she checks her “spelling”.  Her IEP review showed 

that one of her new goals was in this area so I planned to support it through her 

writing.  After writing I would circle a few misspelled words for her to check on her 

word wall. I also worked with her on using other resources such as a personal 

dictionary or other texts to check the spelling of words.  
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Student 

A: piece 

4 
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Student 

A: piece 

4 
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Student 

A: piece 

5 
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Student 

A: piece 

5 

During the months of April and May, I gave students a paragraph prompt each day before 

they wrote independent pieces.  My goal was to make writing a well-developed paragraph 

a mastered skill. At the top of her first page she drew a circle with a check mark, 3 more 

check marks, and a triangle with a check mark.  This was how I modeled writing a 

paragraph with a main idea (circle), 3 supporting details, and a wrap up (triangle).  She 

was now “planning” her paragraphs in her mind and using the checks to ensure that she 

had what she needed for her paragraph.  Student A enjoyed writing her daily paragraph 

and had mastered the format nicely. 

 

Self-confidence booster: Student A wrote this paragraph within 10 minutes.  I observed 

as she wrote all words without using any resources, so I praised her for how many words 

were easily part of her writing vocabulary.  I also told her I loved her reasons to support 

her answer “tell Golidlocks to get out because she broke chairs, drank soup, and slept in the 

bed.”  

Next scaffold goal:  Since the year is ending, future goals for her would be to explore other 

writing genres.  She connects heavily to narratives so I would plan to extend her range 

more.  
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Student B: 

 
This student was reluctant to write and it took a great deal of encouragement to get her to 

write.  She frequently discarded attempts and was very negative about how she was a “bad writer”. It 
was hard to keep her from throwing away her work each day. In October she did her first reading 
response letter.  She was still reluctant so I praised her for her efforts.  My goal at that time was for 
her to add one more detail.  I worked with her on how to sketch out her plan/idea.  Then we worked 
on using each part for a main idea and supporting details.  On her draft paper, we cut parts out to add 
in more detail. We also were working on using temporal words as a class so she was excited to have 
her use reinforced. January found this student more comfortable with adding details to her work. Now 
that she was gaining more confidence and exploring her voice, I began to discuss “spell checking” 
with her more. Her letters continued to improve every week with feedback on one tip at a time. Prior 
to her final letter in April, she assessed her own progress.  She had shown remarkable progress.  In 
May she wrote her biography report, relying heavily on her notes from her reading. Her piece showed 
her confidence with more self-editing and how using simple planning helped her organize her 
thoughts. Next steps for her would be to continue developing her independence and reinforce her use 
sentence fluency. 
 
Samples: 
1) October 2012: first piece reading response letter 
2) October 2012: personal narrative  
3) January 2013: First paragraph structure attempt 
4) April 2013: Final reading response letter (with self-assessment prior to completing) 
5) May 2013: Biography report with organized notes 
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Student 

B: piece 

1 

Student B was very reluctant to write in class because she was full of doubt.  She was very 

self-critical about everything.  Most of the pieces she started, she would toss because she 

didn’t feel they were good enough.  During our first month of writing workshop, I worked 

on encouraging this student by praising all attempts. 

 

Self-confidence booster: She was actually proud of this letter because she used letter 

format correctly.  I pointed out how she used a very specific example from the book she 

read to support her reason. 

Next scaffold goal:  Getting her to add more detail was my first goal.  She was starting to 

be pleased with what she was writing so I hoped to get her to add more to every piece she 

wrote.  
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 Student 

B: piece 

2 

This piece was one we working on revising together.  She did the initial writing, I praised 

her for the work and then we worked on adding more detail by stretching it out.  I had her 

tell me about each sketch and what she told me was incorporated into her revisions. We 

“cut” the draft, taped it to more paper and added details that way. 

 

Self-confidence booster: She was very pleased to see that she could add more detail. She 

let us show her classmates how we did it, so we put it under the document camera and she 

proudly explained what we did.  (She was very pleased to help other students do the 

same). 

Next scaffold goal:  She was critical of her “spelling” as she knew she didn’t “spell words 

right”, so easing her into checking her own words was our next goal. I also wanted to help 

her start to apply different traits into her writing.  
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Student 

B: piece 

2 

October 2012 

This was 

not part of 

her original 

piece. We 

cut her 

work out to 

make room 

for more 

detail, so 

this was 

added after 

we had a 

conference. 
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Student 

B: piece 

2 
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Student 

B: piece 

3 

This was her first paragraph.  She showed voice with her capital letter “yelling”.  She had a 

solid wrap up sentence and good details.  She was also applying how to vary the beginnings 

of her sentences. 

 

Self-confidence booster: By using a word wall on her desk, she was checking her spelling 

of high frequency words; her automaticity was increasing as more words were becoming 

part of her vocabulary.  I pointed out how “easily” she wrote this paragraph and how she 

was using what she had been learning about writing traits in her work. 

Next scaffold goal:  Student B needed to keep writing momentum going. The more she 

wrote, the more opportunities we had to work on refining her skills.  She needed to keep 

seeing herself as a writer.   
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Student 

B: piece 

4 

Most weeks I had students turn in a letter 

responding to something they were reading at 

home. (They had a menu of response choices.)  

Most weeks I would provide a note of 

encouragement, telling them one or two things 

I really liked about their letters.  Some weeks 

we would self-assess our own work with 

rubrics or checklists.  Prior to the last letter of 

the year, I had each student do a self-

assessment by comparing their very first letter 

to their most recent one. 

 

For student B, the regular feedback and 

suggestions gave her confidence and incentive 

to continually improve.  

April 2013 

Her last letter shows remarkable improvement as she attempted to write 3 separate paragraphs 

(she didn’t start a new line, but rather left large spaces in between sentences.)   

 

Self-confidence booster:  Just holding her first letter next to this letter was enough to make her 

beam with pride.  I pointed out how I liked that she tried to organize the letter of her body into 

multiple paragraphs (as this is something we were discussing as a group when we created a rubric 

to assess our letters.) 

Next scaffold goal:  Since she was exploring multiple paragraph structure, I wanted to help her 

apply what we had been learning about writing a single paragraph (main idea, details, wrap up) to 

each paragraph in a single piece.  
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Student 

B: piece 

4 
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Student 

B: piece 

5 

May 2013 
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Student 

B: piece 

5 

As part of a small reading group activity, she read a biography about Rosa Parks.  We worked on 

taking notes together (as she needed some support with this skill.) 

 

Self-confidence booster:  I praised her for organizing her own notes into two paragraphs (she 

used a graphic organizer to help). She also separated her paragraphs by going down to the next 

line and indenting. 

Next scaffold goal:  I wish I could continue working with this student.  She had a slow start as a 

writer and while she has made nice progress, she can continue to develop her sentence fluency 

and word choice.  She relies on using phrasing she borrows from others or from texts and 

sometimes lacks original thoughts (her daily paragraphs often parallel what other students sitting 

near her write.)  I would also like to help her develop more of her own voice for the same reason.  
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Student 

B: piece 

5 
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Student 

B: piece 

5 
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Student C: 
 

I had the privilege of having this student year before in 2nd grade so he already had a 
foundation of how to plan, draft, and then self-edit and revise. This was my second year as his writing 
teacher; he was one of the 20 children I got to “loop” with.  Initial goals were to help him write in well-
developed paragraphs with fluent sentences and expand his word choice.  This student was already 
writing with mastery of conventions and had a strong sense of personal revision.  In October I 
introduced reading response letters showing him how to support his opinions with evidence from the 
text. My goal for him after his first letter was to by the end of the year write a multi-paragraph 
response.  Each week I would provide him with feedback on what he was doing well along with a tip 
to try for the next week. As we progressed, I worked with him on paragraph structure more.  By 
January he was planning and writing multi-paragraph pieces (while peers were working on 1 
paragraph). In March he showed his mastery of multi-paragraph structure and how he could write a 
well-organized paragraph with a biography report. His letters continued to show improvement as we 
used rubrics to guide what we could do.  Next steps for this student would be to open up to other 
genres more.  He would gravitate to more factual based pieces.  I would want to work with him more 
on poetry or creative topics. 
 
Samples: 
1) September 2012: first piece, one he chose to publish 
2) October 2012: first reading response letter  
3) January 2013: Multi-paragraph piece 
4) March 2013: Biography report 
5) April 2013: Self-assessment and final reading response letter 
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Student 

C: piece 

1 
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Student 

C: piece 

1 
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Student C was already writing, revising, and self-editing his own work by the end of last year so he 

started this year with that already in place. He was also very “open” to feedback for improvement. 

 

Self-confidence booster:  This student was starting to write in paragraph format to some extent, 

so I pointed out how he could organized what he had into paragraphs (using paragraph editing 

symbol.) He also incorporates sentences of varied lengths and his use of a dictionary to correct a 

great deal of his own spelling is commendable. 

Next scaffold goal:  Since this student was eager to develop his skill at writing a paragraph, my 

first goal was to start working with him on this.  

Student 

C: piece 

1 
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Student 

C: piece 

2 

His first response letter was organized into a paragraph. 

 

Self-confidence booster:  He had been applying my instruction in his reading group about finding 

text support or “evidence” and how we can use “quotes”.  I praised him for using evidence to 

support his reasoning.  

Next scaffold goal:  Continue developing his paragraph writing skill, especially clear main ideas.  
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Student 

C: piece 

3 

While most peers were working on writing a single paragraph, Student C was one of a few who 

were working on multi-paragraph pieces. 

 

Self-confidence booster:  He wrote 3 well organized paragraphs.  He continues to revise and edit 

his on work easily. Sentence fluency is something he really works hard at, as he uses variation in 

the lengths of his sentences. 

Next scaffold goal:  He has applied instruction to write “technically” (his paragraphs in this piece 

are somewhat repetitive).  While he writes well, he often is very concise in his thinking and doesn’t 

let as much voice come through. 
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Student 

C: piece 

3 
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Student 

C: piece 

3 
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Student 

C: piece 

4 
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Student 

C: piece 

4 

Student C was completely independent in writing a biography report.  He selected, read, and took 

notes all independently. 

 

Self-confidence booster:  He organized the notes he took nicely, blending facts and opinions into 

his work.  This made his report more interesting to read. 

Next scaffold goal:  Since he started to explore integrating information and his “feeling” I planned 

to encourage him to do that more in his reading response letters.  
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Student 

C: piece 

4 
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Student 

C: piece 

4 
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Student 

C: piece 

4 
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Student 

C: piece 

5 

Student C’s last letter spanned a series of books (Percy Jackson and the Olympians). In his letter he 

compared two characters in each text, blending solid evidence from the text along with his 

interpretations.  He organized his work to do one book/character pair per paragraph.  I loved how 

he closed his letter with “I hope you liked my letter.”  What else can I say?! 

 

Self-confidence booster:  He knew he had a pretty impressive letter!  Putting it on display next to 

his first letter was all he needed to re-affirm his skill. 

Next scaffold goal:  If I had more time with this student, I would want to help him explore 

different genres.  He gravitates more to technical type pieces that are explanatory.  While he did 

write a few creative pieces, they mostly evolved when he collaborated with a peer.  

Prior to the last letter of the year, I 

had each student do a self-

assessment by comparing their very 

first letter to their most recent one. 

 

For student C, he came to me each 

week asking for tips on what he 

could do to improve.  I didn’t need 

to build his confidence with praise.  

He wanted constructive criticism 

and sometimes would even bring a 

letter in early for me to offer 

feedback so he could improve it 

before it was due.  
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Student 

C: piece 

5 
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Student 

C: piece 

5 
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Student 

C: piece 

5 


